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Abstract
This work is motivated by the analysis of multilevel networks. We define a mul-
tilevel network as the junction of two interaction networks, one level representing
the interactions between individuals and the other one the interactions between
organisations. The levels are linked by an affiliation relationship, each individual
belonging to a unique organisation. We design a Stochastic block model (SBM)
suited to multilevel networks. SBM is a latent variable model for networks, where
the connections between nodes depend on a latent clustering (blocks), thus model-
ing some connection heterogeneity. We prove the identifiability of our model. The
parameters of the model are estimated with a variational EM algorithm. An Inte-
grated Completed Likelihood criterion is developed not only to select the number
of blocks but also to detect whether the two levels (individuals and organisations)
are dependent or not. In a comprehensive simulation study, we exhibit the benefit
of considering our approach, illustrate the robustness of our parameter estimation
and highlight the reliability of our model selection criterion. Our approach is ap-
plied on a sociological dataset collected during a television programmers trade fare.
The inter-organisational level is the economic networks between companies and the
inter-individual level is the informal network between their representatives.
Keywords: Stochastic Block Model, Multilevel Network, Variational methods, So-
cial Network, Sociology of Organisations, Hierarchical model
1 Introduction
The statistical analysis of network data has been a hot topic for the last decade. The last
few years witnessed a growing interest for multilayer networks (see Kivelä et al., 2014;
Bianconi, 2018). A particular case of multilayer networks are multilevel networks.
Multilevel networks arise in sociology when willing to study jointly the social network
of individuals and the interaction network of organisations the individuals belong to.
Indeed, individuals not only interact with each others but are also members of interacting
organisations. Following (Lazega and Snijders, 2015), one might think that these two
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types of interactions (between individuals and between organisations) are interdependent,
the individuals shaping there organisations and the organisations having an influence on
the individuals.
In what follows, a multilevel network refers to an inter-individual network, an inter-
organisational network and the affiliation on the individuals to the organisations. Besides,
we assume that the individuals belong to a unique organisation (this point will be dis-
cussed at the end of the paper). Such a dataset is studied by Lazega et al. (2008), some
researchers in cancerology being the individuals and their laboratories the organisations.
Another dataset is dealt with by Brailly et al. (2016). It is concerned with the economic
network of audiovisual firms and the informal network of their sales representatives. This
latter dataset will be analysed in this contribution. From a general perspective in the
sociology of organisations and collective action, analysing multilevel aims to understand
how the two levels are interwined and how one level impacts the other. In the case of
Brailly et al. (2016), it could unravel the tense competition and the cooperation dilemmas
among actors.
In the last years, SBM (Holland et al., 1983) has become a popular tool to model the
heterogeneity of connection in a network, assuming that the actors at stake are divided
into blocks and that the members of a cluster (block) share a similar profile of connec-
tivity. Compared to other graph clustering methods such as modularity maximisation,
hierarchical clustering or spectral clustering (see Kolaczyk, 2009, and references therein),
SBM is a generative model and can fit to a wide range of topologies since it clusters
into blocks the nodes that are structurally equivalent. This includes but is not restricted
to the detection of associative communities where the probability of connection within
a block is higher than the probability of connection between blocks. SBMs have been
extended to particular types of multilayer networks : Barbillon et al. (2017) propose
a SBM for multiplex networks and Matias and Miele (2017) a SBM for time-evolving
networks. In this paper, we propose a SBM suited to multilevel networks.
Our contribution. In a few words, we model the heterogeneity in the inter-individual
and inter-organisational connections by introducing blocks of individuals and blocks of
organisations, the blocks containing homogeneous groups of actors (individuals or organ-
isations) with respect to their connectivities. The two levels are assumed to be interde-
pendent through their latent blocks. More specifically, the latent blocks of the individual
level depend on the latent blocks of the organisation level and the affiliation. Because
of the dependence on the affiliation, our model states that two individuals belonging to
organisations in the same block (of organisations) are more likely to be in the same block
of individuals and so to share a similar pattern of connections.
Due to the latent variables, the estimation of the parameters is a complex task. We
resort to a variational version of the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm. For
SBM, the variational approach (Jordan et al., 1999; Blei et al., 2017) has proven its
efficiency for deriving maximum likelihood estimates (Daudin et al., 2008; Mariadassou
et al., 2010; Barbillon et al., 2017) and for Bayesian inference (Latouche et al., 2012;
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Côme and Latouche, 2015). In this paper, we obtain approximate maximum likelihood
estimates by an ad-hoc version of the variational EM algorithm.
Another important task is the choice of the number of blocks (blocks). Several so-
lutions adapted to SBM can be found in the literature. Daudin et al. (2008) uses the
Integrated Complete Likelihood (ICL) which is an alternative to the Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion (BIC). ICL was firstly developed by (Biernacki et al., 2000) for mixture
models. ICL has proven its efficiency and relevance for various SBMs and their exten-
sions such as multiplex network (Barbillon et al., 2017), dynamic SBM (Matias and Miele,
2017) or degree corrected SBM (Yan, 2016). We propose an ad-hoc version of the ICL
criterion. Besides, a critical issue in sociology is to verify the multilevel hypothesis of
a given dataset. We propose a criteria deciding whether the two levels (inter-individual
and inter-organisational) are independent or not.
Related works. The term multilevel networks arises in the statistical literature for
a wide variety of complex networks. For instance, Zijlstra et al. (2006) adapt the p2-
model to handle multiple observations of a network, Sweet et al. (2014) extend the
Mixed Membership Stochastic Block Model (Airoldi et al., 2008) to the hierarchical
network models framework (Sweet et al., 2013) for the same type of data. Snijders (2017)
discusses the use of the stochastic actor-oriented model (Snijders, 2001) for temporal and
multivariate networks.
When dealing with the multilevel networks we defined before, Wang et al. (2013)
adopt an exponential random graph model (ERGM) strategy that is used in applica-
tions across many fields such as environmental science (Hileman and Lubell, 2018) or
sociology (Lazega and Snijders, 2015, chapter 10-11, 13-14). When focusing on a cluster-
ing approach, as far as we know, only two papers have been published, namely Žiberna
(2014) and Barbillon et al. (2017). The first paper develops three general approaches for
blockmodeling multilevel networks. First, the separate analysis consists in clustering the
levels separately or using the clustering of one level on the other. Second, the conversion
approach converts the level of the organisations into a new kind of interaction between
individuals, the interactions are then aggregated into a single layer network; this is close
to the approach taken by Barbillon et al. (2017) who transform the inter-organisational
network into an inter-individual network thus adopting a multiplex network approach
(the individuals interconnect directly or through the organisations they belong to). The
third approach in Žiberna (2014) is called the true multilevel approach and is the closest
to the one we propose on this paper. However, the cost function to be optimised requires
a pre-specified blockmodeling and so is not a generative model. Moreover, it is not as
flexible as the SBM since the type of tolopogy has to be specified.
Also, note that the multiplex SBM approach applied to a multilevel network sug-
gested by Barbillon et al. (2017) is only applicable when the number of individuals and
organisations are not too different. Indeed it requires to duplicate the data of the inter-
organisational level to fit the size of the inter-individual’s one. Furthermore it only
provides a clustering on the individuals and not on both the individuals and the or-
ganisations. In contrast, our MLVSBM does not need to modify the data to obtain a
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bi-clustering of the nodes.
If we release the constraint of the unique affiliation, then the inter-level can be mod-
elled by a latent block model and we obtain a particular case of the multipartite SBM
of Bar-Hen et al. (2018). However, then the interactions between individuals and organ-
isations are considered on the same level as the affiliations, and the clustering might be
strongly influenced by the number of individuals in each organisation.
Finally, our work is also different from the SBM with edges covariates (Mariadassou
et al., 2010) with the individuals as nodes and the inter-organisational network as edges
covariates. Indeed, in that case, the clustering obtained for the individuals is the remain-
ing structure of the inter-individual level once the effect of the covariates has been taken
into account. In addition this model does not provide a clustering of the organisations.
Outline of the paper. The paper is organised as follows. The Stochastic block model
adapted to multilevel networks (MLVSBM) is defined in Section 2. We also give condi-
tions guaranteeing the independence between levels and the identifiability of the param-
eters. The inference strategy and the model selection criterion are provided in Section
3. The proof of the independence between levels, of the identifiability and the details
on variational EM and ICL criterion are postponed to the appendix. We present in Sec-
tion 4 an extensive simulation study illustrating the relevance of our inference method,
model selection criterion and procedure. Section 5 is dedicated to the application of our
MLVSBM on the sociological dataset. Finally we discuss our contribution and future
works in Section 6.
2 A multilevel stochastic block model (MLVSBM)
Dataset. Let us consider nI individuals involved in nO organisations. We encode the
networks into adjacency matrices as follows. Let XI be the binary nI × nI matrix
representing the inter-individual network. XI is such that : ∀(i, i′) ∈ {1, . . . , nI} (i 6= i′)
XIii′ =
{
1 if there is an interaction from individual i to individual i′
0 otherwise.
(1)
XO is the binary nO×nO matrix representing the inter-organisational network, ∀(j, j′) ∈
{1, . . . , nO} (j 6= j′):
XOjj′ =
{
1 if there is an interaction from organisation j to organisation j′,
0 otherwise.
(2)
Remark. (1) and (2) correspond to directed interactions. For undirected interactions
one would set:
XIii′ = X
I
i′i ∀(i, i′) ∈ {1, . . . , nI}2 or/and XOjj′ = XOj′j ∀(j, j′) ∈ {1, . . . , nO}2.
In what follows, we present the results for undirected networks. However, all the results
can be adapted to directed networks. Also note that no self-interaction is considered.
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nI︷ ︸︸ ︷ nO︷ ︸︸ ︷
Individual 1 1
Individual 2 1 0 – 1 – 0
... XIii′ Aij
...
Individual nI 1 1 1
Organisation 1 1
... XOjj′
Organisation nO 1
Individual
1
. . . · · · Individual
n
I
O
rganisation
1
· · · O
rganisation
n
O
Figure 1: Matrix representation of a multilevel network
Let A be the affiliation matrix. A is a nI × nO matrix such that:
Aij =
{
1 if individual i belongs to organisation j,
0 otherwise
.
A is such that ∀i = 1, . . . , nI ,
∑nO
j=1Aij = 1 since we assume that any individual belongs
to a unique organisation. A synthetic view of a generic dataset is provided in Figure 1.
We propose a joint modelling of the inter-individual and inter-organisational networks
based on an extension of the SBM. More precisely, assume that the nO organisations
are divided into QO blocks and that the individuals are divided into QI blocks. Let
ZO = (ZO1 , . . . , Z
O
nO
) and ZI = (ZI1 , . . . , ZInI ) be such that Z
O
j = l if organisation j
belongs to cluster l (l ∈ {1, . . . , QO}) and ZIi = k if individual i belongs to cluster k
(k ∈ {1, . . . , QI}).
Given these clusterings, we assume that the interactions between organisations and
interactions between individuals are independent and distributed as follows:
P(XOjj′ = 1|ZOj , ZOj′ ) = αOZOj ZOj′
P(XIii′ = 1|ZIi , ZIi′) = αIZIi ZIi′ .
(3)
As a consequence, the blocks gather nodes (blocks of individuals on the one hand and
blocks of organisations on the other hand) sharing the same profiles of connectivity.
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A ZO
ZI
XI XO
Figure 2: DAG of the stochastic block model for multilevel network (MLVSBM)
In order to take into account the fact that organisations may shape the individual be-
haviours, we assume that the memberships of the individuals (ZI) depend on the cluster
of the organisations (ZO) they are affiliated to. More precisely, we set:
P(ZIi = k|ZOj , Aij = 1) = γkZOj ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , nI} ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , QI} (4)
where γ is a QI ×QO matrix such that
∑QI
k=1 γkl = 1 for any l ∈ {1, . . . , QO}. The (ZOj )
are assumed to be independent random variables distributed as
P(ZOj = l) = piOl , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , nO} ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , QO} (5)
with
∑QO
l=1 pi
O
l = 1.
Equations (4) and (5) state that the clustering of an individual is not completely driven
by his/her behaviour but is also shaped by the clustering of the organisation he/she
belongs to. In particular, if QO = QI and γ is equal to the identity matrix (up to a
reordering of the rows) then, the clustering of the individuals is completely determined
by the clustering of the organisations. At the opposite, if all the columns of γ are equal,
then the clustering of the individuals is independent on the clustering of the organisa-
tions. This point will be developed hereafter.
Equations (3), (4) and (5) define a joint modelling of XI and XO. In what follows,
we set θ = {piO, γ, αO, αI} the vector of the unknown parameters, X = {XI , XO} are the
observed variables and Z = {ZI , ZO} the latent variables. The DAG of the MLVSBM is
plotted in Figure 2.
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Likelihood. From Equations (3), (4) and (5), we derive the complete log-likelihood for
a directed MLVSBM:
log `θ
(
XI , XO, ZI , ZO|A)
= log `piO(Z
O) + log `γ(Z
I |ZO, A) + log `αI (XI |ZI) + log `αO(XO|ZO)
=
∑
j,l
1ZOj =l
log piOl +
∑
i,k
1ZIi =k
∑
j,l
Aij1ZOj =l
log γkl (6)
+
1
2
∑
i′ 6=i
∑
k,k′
1ZIi =k
1ZI
i′=k
′ log φ(XIii′ , α
I
kk′) +
1
2
∑
j′ 6=j
∑
l,l′
1ZOj =l
1ZO
j′=l
′ log φ(XOjj′ , α
O
ll′),
where φ(x, a) = ax(1− a)1−x.
Remark. Note that the factors 1/2 in Equation (6) derive from the fact that we consider
undirected networks. If one or both of the networks are directed, then the corresponding
1/2 disappears.
The log-likelihood of the observations `θ(X|A) is obtained by integrating out the
latent variables Z in Equation 6. As soon as nO, nI , QO, or QI increase, this summation
over all the possible clusterings ZI and ZO cannot be performed within a reasonable
computational time. As a consequence, we will resort to the EM algorithm to maximise
this likelihood (see Section 3).
Independence. We now derive conditions for the structural independence between
levels in term of parameters equality.
Proposition 1. In the MLVSBM, the two following properties are equivalent: [1.]: ZI
is independent on ZO, [2.]: γkl = γkl′ ∀l, l′ ∈ {1, . . . , QO} and imply that: [3.]: XI and
XO are independent.
The proof of this proposition is left in the appendix, Section A. The above proposition
can be interpreted as follows: in the case where the clustering of the individuals does
not depend on the clustering of the organisations, all column vectors of γ are identical.
Hence, under this restriction on γ, the model for multilevel network can be rewritten as
the product of two independent Stochastic Block Model, one for each level. Conversely,
in the case of a strong dependence between the levels, each column of γ will have one
coefficient, the value of which close to one. Therefore, individuals belonging to the same
block will be affiliated to the same block of organisations. Even if the γ’s imply a depen-
dent relationship between the two levels, the connections of the corresponding blocks at
the two levels may have different connectivity patterns since there is no constrain on the
corresponding connection parameters αO and αI . These two models are illustrated on a
small multilevel network in Figure 3.
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1 2 3 4 5
αO••α
O••α
O••
1 2 3 4
5
6
7
αI•• αI••
αI••
αI••
1 2 3 4 5
αO••α
O••α
O••
1 2 3 4
5
6
7
αI•• αI••
αI••
αI••
Figure 3: On the left: MLVSBM with inter-organisational level on the top and inter-
individual level on the bottom. On the right: the same network with independent levels.
The various levels of blue depict the clustering of the individuals and the various levels of
red depict the clustering of the organisations. The parameters α over the plain links be-
tween nodes are the probabilities of connections given the nodes colours (clustering). The
outer circles around the nodes of the individuals represent the blocks of the organisations
they are affiliated to. The dashed links stand for affiliations.
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Identifiability. Conditions for the identifiability of the MLVSBM are given in the
proposition below.
Proposition 2. The MLVSBM is identifiable up to label switching under the following
assumptions:
A1. All coefficients of αI · γ · piO are distinct and all coefficients of αO · piO are distinct.
A2. nI ≥ 2QI and nO ≥ max(2QO, QO +QI − 1).
A3. At least 2QI organizations contain one individual or more.
The set of parameters that does not verify the first assumption A1 is null set with respect
to Lebesgue measure. Also, the maximum number of detectable blocks in the SBM grows
in
√
#nodes (Choi et al., 2012) which makes assumption A2 very weak in practice. The
last assumption A3, on the affiliation, means that at least some organisations must not
be empty and enough individuals belong to different organisations. The proof of this
proposition is provided in the appendix, Section B.
3 Statistical Inference
We now present a maximum likelihood procedure and a criterion for model selection.
3.1 Variational method for maximum likelihood estimation
As said before, the likelihood of X `θ(X|A) is obtained by integrating out the latent
variables Z in the complete data likelihood (6). However, this calculus becomes not
computationally tractable as the number of nodes and blocks grow.
The Expectation-Maximisation algorithm (EM) (Dempster et al., 1977) is a popular
solution maximising the likelihood of models with latent variables. However it requires
the computation of P(Z|X, A) which is also not tractable in our case. The variational
version of the EM algorithm is a powerful solution for such cases. It was first used for
SBM by Daudin et al. (2008).
In a few words, the variational EM algorithm maximises the so-called variational
bound i.e. a lower bound of the log likelihood `θ(X|A) denoted Iθ(R(Z|X)) and defined
as follows:
Iθ(R(Z|A)) := ER [`θ (Z,X|A)] +H (R(Z|A))
= `θ (X|A)−KL (R(Z|A)‖Pθ(Z|X, A)) ≤ `θ(X|A)
where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, H is the Shannon entropy: H(P ) =
EP [− log(P )] and R(Z|A) is an approximation of the true distribution Pθ(Z|X, A). In
our context, and following Daudin et al. (2008), we propose to chose R(Z|A) in a family
of factorized distributions, resulting into a mean field approximation R(Z|A) defined as:
R(Z|A) =
∏
i
hτIi
(ZIi )
∏
j
hτJj
(ZOj ), (7)
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where h is the multinomial distribution.
The variational EM algorithm consists of iterating two steps. Step VE maximises the
variational bound with respect to the parameters of the approximate distribution defined
in equation (7). This is equivalent to minimising the Kullbach-Leibler divergence term.
Step M maximises the variational bound with respect to the model parameters θ. The
details of the calculus and algorithm are developed in the appendix (Section C).
3.2 Model selection
3.2.1 Selection of the number of blocks
Following Biernacki et al. (2000) and Daudin et al. (2008), we propose a model selection
criterion to choose the unknown numbers of blocks QI and QO. The ICL criterion is an
integrated version of BIC applied to the complete likelihood. In other words, it is an
asymptotic approximation of the complete likelihood integrated over its parameters and
latent variables. It has proven its practical efficiency for the SBM and its extensions.
Our criterion is equal to:
ICL(QI , QO) = log `θ̂(X
I , XO, ẐI , ẐO|A,QI , QO)− pen(QI , QO), (8)
where
pen(QI , QO) =
1
2
QI(QI + 1)
2
log
nI(nI − 1)
2
+
QO(QI − 1)
2
log nI+
1
2
QO(QO + 1)
2
log
nO(nO − 1)
2
+
QO − 1
2
log nO (9)
where ẐO and ẐI are the imputed latent variables using the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) of Pθˆ(Z|X, A;QI , QO). The proof is provided in the appendix, Section D. As for
the variational inference, Pθˆ(Z|X, A;QI , QO) is unknown and, in practice, we replace it
by its mean-field approximation Rθˆ(Z;QI , QO).
Remark. Once again, note that the penalty (9) is adapted to undirected networks. For
instance, the term QI(QI+1)2 log
nI(nI−1)
2 would become Q
2
I log nI(nI − 1) if XI were not
symmetric.
Remark. We recall that the penalty of the ICL for a (unilevel) SBM is given by
penSBM (Q) =
1
2
Q(Q+ 1)
2
log
n(n− 1)
2
+
Q− 1
2
log n. (10)
The penalty term in Equation (9) for the inter-organisational level is the same as the
one given in Equation (10). For the inter-individual network, the factor in front log nI is
QO(QI − 1) instead of QI − 1 for the SBM as in Equation (10), that is the penalty term
which corresponds to the degree of freedom of γ.
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3.2.2 Determining the independence between levels
The ICL criterion can also be used to assess whether the two levels of interactions are
independent or not. If we force every columns of γ to be identical, then the penalty term
on γ becomes 12(QI − 1) log nI and, as a consequence:
ICLInd(QI , QO) = ICL
O
SBM (QI) + ICL
I
SBM (QO). (11)
The ICL criterion favours independence if
max
{QI ,QO}
ICLMLV SBM (QI , QO) ≤ max
QI
ICLOSBM (QI) + max
QO
ICLISBM (QO).
If this is the case, then the gain in term of likelihood does not compensate the gain 12(QO−
1)(QI − 1) log nI in the penalty. This criterion focuses on the dependence between levels
given by the inter-level. Note that, in the degenerate case where one of the two levels has
no structure (a unique block), then the ICL of the independent model ICLInd(QI , QO)
and the non constrained model ICLMLV SBM (QI , QO) are the same and we are not able
to decide.
3.2.3 Procedure for model selection
We now provide a procedure for model selection which seeks for the optimal number
of blocks at a reasonable cost. As a by-product, it states whether the two levels are
independent or not.
The practical choice of the model and the estimation of its parameters are compu-
tational intensive tasks. Indeed, we should compare all the possible models (one model
corresponding to given numbers of individual and organisational blocks) trough the ICL
criterion. However, for each model, the variational EM algorithm has be started at a
large number of initialization points (due to its sensitivity to the starting point), resulting
in an unreasonable computational cost. Instead, we propose to adopt a stepwise strategy,
resulting in a faster exploration of the model space combined with efficient initializations
of the VEM algorithm. The procedure we suggest is given in Algorithm 1.
Each step of the algorithm requires O(max{QI , QO}2) variational EM algorithms.
The local initialisation allows a convergence in a few iterations of the VEM algorithms.
Inferring an independent SBM on each level beforehand is a fast way to start with good
initialisation and allows us to state on the independence of the model at the same time
as we just need to compare the sum of the ICL of the two SBMs used for initialisation
with the ICL of the best multilevel model.
In practice we used the R package blockmodels (Leger, 2016) to infer the SBM.
To simulate and infer the MLVSBM, we developed our own R package available at
https://chabert-liddell.github.io/MLVSBM/. It features the simulation and inference
of multilevel networks with symmetric and/or asymmetric adjacency matrices, model
and independence selection as described in this paper. It also handles missing at random
data Rubin (1976) on the adjacency matrices and link prediction.
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Algorithm 1: Model selection algorithm
Data: {XI , XO, A}, a multilevel network
Result: Inference of X
Procedure
• Infer independent SBMs on XI and XO. Deduce arg maxQI ICLISBM (QI) and
arg maxQO ICL
O
SBM (QO). Compute the corresponding ICLind from formula (11)
• Set initial clustering of size
(QinitI , Q
init
O ) = (arg maxQI ICL
I
SBM (QI), arg maxQO ICL
O
SBM (QO)) with the
one obtained from the SBMs.
while ICL is increasing do
Fit a MLVSBM on all model of size (QI ± 1, QO ± 1) initialised by merging 2
blocks or splitting a cluster with hierarchical clustering.
Select for each model size the one with the highest variational bound.
Keep among all selected models the one with the highest ICL.
return The MLVSBM with the highest ICL
4 Illustration on simulated data
In this section, we study the performances of the inference procedure for the MLVSBM
including the ability to recover blocks, the selection of the numbers of blocks and the
independence detection.
Remark. In order to evaluate the ability to recover blocks, we resort to the Adjusted
Rand Index (ARI) (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) which is a comparison index between two
clusterings with a correction for chance. This index is close to 0 when the two clusterings
are independent and is 1 when the clusterings are identical (up to label switching).
4.1 Experimental design
In what follows, we set QO = QI = 3 and the number of nodes to nO = 20QO = 60 for
the inter-organisational level and nI = 60QI = 180 for the inter-individual level.
Let d be a density parameter: the lower d, the sparser the network and the harder the
inference.  (≥ 1) is a parameter tuning the strength of the communities; when  is high,
the communities are easily separable.
In the simulation study, we focus on the three following standard topologies:
• Assortative communities. The probability of connection within communities is
higher than the probability of connection between communities: αI = d∗
 1 11  1
1 1 
.
• Disassortative communities. The probability of connection within communities is
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lower than the probability of connection between communities: αI = d∗
1   1 
  1
.
• Core-periphery. A core cluster is highly connected to the whole network while the
probability of connection in the periphery is low: αI = d ∗
  1 1 1
1 1 1
.
We fix the topology of the inter-organisational level XO to be an assortative communities
with d = 0.1,  = 5 and of communities of equal size on average. We expect this topology
to be easy to infer and to obtain a perfect recovery of the clustering with high probability.
For the inter-individual level, d is set equal to 0.01, 0.05 or 0.1 while  ranges from 1 to
10 by step of 0.5. When  = 1, the topology is the one of an Erdős-Rényi graph and
the communities should be indistinguishable. A power-law distribution is chosen for the
affiliation matrix in order to get different sizes of organisations. Other distributions were
tried but the results (not reported here) show that their impact on inference is weak.
Finally, δ is a parameter for the strength of the dependence between levels, ranging from
0 to 1. More precisely, we set:
γ =
 δ 12(1− δ) 12(1− δ)1
2(1− δ) δ 12(1− δ)
1
2(1− δ) 12(1− δ) δ

where γ has been defined in Equation (4). δ = 1 implies a deterministic link between
the clustering of the two levels, ie. the cluster of an individual is fully determined by the
cluster of his/her organisation. When δ = 0, the diagonal coefficients of γ are null so
individuals cannot belong to a specific block of individuals. When δ = 1/QI the levels
are independent.
4.2 Simulation results
First, we fix δ = 0.8 and make  varies. We compare the ability of our model to recover
the true clustering of ZI from XI . We compare our performances to the ones obtained
by applying a standard (unilevel) SBM on XI . The inferred clusterings are compared
to the true one (simulated) through the ARI. Note that, the number of groups (QI)
being assumed as unknown, two types of error may occur: one for not selecting the
right number of blocks and one for assigning nodes to the wrong blocks. The results are
displayed in Figure 4.
In Figure 4 (A), we plot –for 3 values of density d and 3 topologies– the ARI when using
MLSBM (plain line) and SBM (dashed line) as ε varies. We observe that, for any topology
(assortative, core-periphery and disassortative), the MLVSBM starts to recover perfectly
the clustering for a lower value of  than the SBM. The difficulty of the inference increases
as  decreases: as can be seen in Figure 4 A, MLVSBM still performs well (ARI > 0) for
small values of  while standard SBM is unable to recover the clustering.
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In Figures 4 B and C we plot the number of blocks chosen by the MLSBM (B) and the
SBM (C) for 3 values of density (rows) and 3 topologies (columns) (the true value being
QI = 3). We observe that the number of blocks chosen by the ICL criterion for the
inter-individual level is also closer to the true number of blocks for the multilevel model.
It varies from 1, when no structure is detected to 3 which is the true number of blocks.
It never selects more blocks than expected. This is coherent with prior knowledge that
ICL tends to underestimate model size for the SBM (Hayashi et al., 2016; Brault, 2014).
Figure 4: Clustering and model selection for 3 different topologies on the inter-individual
level, varying  and density d. Each situation is simulated 50 times. A: ARI for the
inter-individual level, comparing the model used for inference. B: Number of blocks for
the inter-individual level chosen by the ICL criterion for the Multilevel SBM (in blue).
C: Number of blocks for the inter-individual level chosen by the ICL criterion for the
SBM (in red).
On the three topologies, with  = 3, depending on the density d, we obtain either a
perfect recovery of the clustering or a random clustering or something in between for the
inter-individual level, for both MLVSBM and SBM. In order to understand better this
phenomenon, we fix  to 3 and make δ varies. The results are reported in Figure 5. When
δ = 1/3 (yellow vertical line in Figure 5.A), the two levels are independent and as shown
in Figure 5 A, the results in term of clustering is the same for the MLVSBM and the
SBM on XI . As soon as δ departs from this value, MLVSBM is able to recover some of
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the structure of the lower level thanks to the inter-organisational level and this ability is
observed even for very low density when δ gets closer to 1 (see Figure 5 A and B). Figure
5 C depicts the performances of the ICL criterion to state on the independence between
the two levels. For d = 0.01, the inter-individual level is very sparse and no structure
is detected on the inter-individual level and the chosen number of individuals blocks QI
is equal to 1. In this case, ICLind = ICLMLV SBM and we cannot choose between the
two models. In the simulations, ICL were close for values of δ far from 1 but we decided
to break ties in favour of the simpler model by saying that levels are dependent only
if ICLMLV SBM ≥ ICLind + 10−6. For higher densities, we see, as expected, that the
further δ departs from 1/3 the more the multilevel model is preferred, no matter if the two
models supply the same clusterings or not. However the independent model is sometimes
selected when δ is not too far from 1/3. This is a consequence of the conservative nature
of ICL, requiring strong evidence from the likelihood to select a more complex model.
Figure 5: Clustering and model selection for 3 different topologies on the inter-individual
level, as function of δ and density d. Each situation is simulated 50 times. The yellow
vertical lines represent a δ = 1/3 (i.e. a γ with uniform coefficients, resulting into
independence between the two levels). A: ARI for the inter-individual level, comparing
the model used for inference. B: Number of blocks for the inter-individual level chosen
by the ICL criterion for the MLVSBM. C: Model selected by the ICL for the inter-level
dependence.
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Simulations gave similar results (not reported here) when we inverse the topologies of
the inter-individual and inter-organisational level showing that information on structure
transit in both ways. Moreover, when the number of nodes of the "easy-to-infer" level
increases, it facilitates the inference the clustering on the "hard-to-infer" level.
5 Application to the multilevel network issued from a tele-
vision programs trade fair
We apply our model to the data set (Brailly et al., 2016) described below.
5.1 Context and Description of the data set
Promoshow East is a pseudonym for the largest television programs trade fair for Eastern
Europe. Sellers from Western Europe and the USA come to sell audiovisual products to
regional and local buyers such as broadcasting companies. The audiovisual products are
divided into many different categories and the data come from the sub-sector of animation
and cartoons. From a sociological perspective, reconstituting and analysing multilevel
(inter-individual and inter-organisational) networks in this industry is important. In eco-
nomic sociology, it helps redefine the nature of markets (Brailly et al., 2016, 2017; Lazega
and Mounier, 2002). In the sociology of culture, it helps understand, from a structural
perspective, the mechanisms underlying contemporary globalisation and uniformisation
of culture (Brailly et al., 2016; Favre et al., 2016). In the sociology of organisations and
collective action, it helps understand the importance of multilevel relational infrastruc-
tures for the management of tense competition and cooperation dilemmas by various
categories of actors (Lazega, 2019), in this case the (sophisticated) sales representatives
of cultural industries.
Data of the interactions for both levels where collected by face-to-face interview. At
the individual level, people were asked to select from a list the individuals from which
they obtain advice or information during or before the trade fair. The level consists of
128 individuals and 710 directed interactions (density = 0.044). Those individuals were
affiliated to 109 organisations, each one containing between one and six individuals. Two
possible kinds of interactions at the organisation level can be considered: a deal network
and a meeting network. The deal network was built by asking to the participants with
whom they signed a deal since the last trade fair 12 months ago. Then, these answers were
aggregated at the organisation level. The meeting network comes from the aggregation at
the organisation level of the meetings planned by individuals on the trade fair’s website.
The meeting network is symmetric and the deal network was symmetrised by duplicating
the few interactions that did not have a symmetric counterpart. The respective densities
are 0.067 and 0.059.
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5.2 Statistical analysis
The MLVSBM is inferred on the two datasets (one dataset corresponding to the deal
network at the inter-organisational level, the other dataset to the meeting network at the
inter-organisational level). In both cases the ICL criterion favours dependence between
the two levels and chooses 4 blocks of individuals. The number of blocks of organisa-
tions is equal to 3 for the deal network and 4 for the meeting network. In order to
determine which is the most relevant inter-organisational network, we test the ability of
the MLVSBM to predict dyads or links in the inter-individual network when the deal
or the meeting networks are considered. To do so, we choose uniformly dyads and links
to remove and try to predict them. More precisely, we remove a certain percentage of
all dyads ie. we set XIii′ = NA (this percentage ranging from 5% to 40% by stepsize of
5%). We also propose to remove existing links (ie. forcing XIii′ = 0 when X
I
ii′ = 1 was
observed, for some randomly chosen (i, i′)). The percentage of removed existing links
varies from 5% to 95% (with stepize of 5%). We repeat the following procedure 100
times for each step:
1. Remove dyads or links uniformly at random
2. Infer the newly obtained network from scratch in order to obtain the probability
of a link P(XIii′ = 1; θ̂) for each missing dyad or for each dyad such that X
I
ii′ = 0
3. Predict link among all missing dyads or among all dyads such that XIii′ = 0.
Missing data are handled as Missing At Random (Tabouy et al., 2019) and the probability
of existence of an edge is given by: P(XIii′ = 1; θ̂) =
∑
k,k′ τ̂
I
ikα̂
I
klτ̂
I
i′k′ . Since the result of
our procedure is equivalent to a binary classification problem, we compare those results
by using the area under the ROC curve (AUC), with a random classification giving an
AUC of 0.5. Figure 6 shows that using the MLVSBM compared to a single level SBM
improves a lot the recovery of the inter-individual level for this dataset. This confirms the
dependence between levels detected by the ICL. Also using the deal network gives better
predictions for both missing dyads and missing links than the meeting network. We also
considered a merged network at the inter-organisational level by making the union of
links of the deal and the meeting network. The improvement in term of prediction over
the deal network is not very significant and this composite network is much harder to
analyse sociologically.
5.3 Analysis and comments
For the analysis, we use the model chosen by the ICL for the MLVSBM with the deal
network as inter-organisational level. We estimate 3 blocks of organisations, 4 blocks of
individuals and the inter-individual level and the inter-organisational level are dependent.
This network is plotted in Figure 7 B.
In Figure 7 A, we plot a synthetic view of the blocks of this multilevel network
and in Figure 7 we reordered the adjacency matrices of both levels by blocks. At the
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Figure 6: AUC of the prediction for A: missing dyads, B: missing links, in function of
the missing proportion for the inter-individual level. Colours represent different network
at the inter-organisational level. None (beige) is equivalent to a single layer SBM on the
individuals. The confidence interval is given by mean± stderror.
inter-organisational level, the first cluster (in red) is a residual group composed of 61
organisations that are weakly connected to the rest of the organisations. The second
cluster (in orange) consists of customers: broadcasters that come to the trade fair to
buy programs and independent buyers who buy programs, planning to sell them later
to broadcasters. We observe a non-null intra-cluster connection, but deals are mainly
done between organisations of the second and third clusters (in yellow), the latter mostly
containing distributors.
At the inter-individual level, the blocks 1 and 2 consist of buyers (exclusively for Block
1). They differ in their affiliations, both are affiliated to the second block of organisations
but a larger proportion of the individuals of block 2 are affiliated to the residual cluster
of organisations. They also differ in the way they connect to blocks 3 and 4. Block 4
is a residual group consisting of roughly half of the individuals. It does not exhibit any
particular pattern in its affiliations and is weakly connected, mainly inward connection
from block 2. Block 3 consists of sellers giving advices to individuals of block 2 and
has reciprocal relationship with individuals of block 1. They are mainly affiliated to
producing and distributing companies of the third block of organisations. It is also the
block that has the strongest intra-cluster connections.
These results confirm neo-structural insights into the functioning of markets. Com-
petition between producers/distributors is strong: they all need to find broadcasting
companies and distributors on the buying side. However, most of them arrive to the
trade fair without updated information about the products in which buyers are inter-
ested in that year, their available budgets for each category of product, their willingness
to negotiate, etc. The value of multilevel network analysis that is used here is to show
that inter-individual personal relationships between individuals affiliated with competing
organisations help manage the tensions between these directly competing organisations
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(Lazega et al., 2016; Lazega, 2009). This is where personal ties between individuals
affiliated in these companies, especially among sellers and buyers, but also less visibly
among sellers, are important: they help manage the strong tensions between companies
by creating coopetition, cooperation among their competing firms. Here social/advice ties
between buyers (blocks 1 and 2 of individuals) affiliated to buying companies in block 2
of organisations (broadcasting companies and distributors) exchange advice from sellers
of block 3 representing production and distribution companies: this is the normal, sta-
bilised, overlapping, commercial ties between companies embedded in social ties between
representatives.
As seen above, block 3 has strong intra-cluster connections which signals discreet co-
ordination efforts between sellers as shown by Brailly (2016); Brailly et al. (2016). When
a seller has closed a deal with a buyer, s.he can advise and update another seller – i.e. a
coopetitor in terms of affiliation to a competing company – about other products in which
this buyer is interested, what budget is left in his/her pocket, i.e. precious information
for the next sellers. This kind of personal service is expected to be reciprocated over the
years; otherwise the relationship decays. It is the density of block 3 of individuals that
represents the most unexpected phenomenon from an orthodox economic perspective and
the most crucial phenomenon from the perspective of neo-structural economic sociology
(Lazega and Mounier, 2002).
This cross-level interdependence between inter-organisational ties and inter-individual
ties is strong enough for companies to be unable to lay off its sales representatives. Having
long tried to replace costly trade fairs with online websites and catalogues, companies
realised that they still need the service that real persons and their personal relational
capital provide in terms of multilevel management of coopetition (Lazega, 2019).
6 Discussion
In this paper, we propose a stochastic block model for multilevel networks. We develop
variational methods for the inference of the model and a criterion that allows us to choose
the number of blocks and to state on the independence between levels at the same time.
There are clear advantages at considering a joint modelling of the two levels over an
independent model for each level. Indeed, we show on simulation studies that when we
detect dependence between levels, it helps us to recover the block structure of a level with
low signal thanks to the structure of the other level and also to improve the prediction
of missing links or dyads.
Instead of Bernoulli, the edge distribution of any level may be extended to valued
distribution in a similar way as SBM (Mariadassou et al., 2010). This includes extension
to the Degree Corrected SBM (Karrer and Newman, 2011) for example by using nodes
degree as edges covariates.
Our choice to model the interaction levels given the affiliations (A being fixed) is
driven by the fact that, in a lot of applications, these affiliations are known and the
object of the analysis is the interactions. We choose to restrict the number of affiliations
to one as this was the case on the data sets available to us, but this approach could be
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Table 1: Contingency table of covariates and clustering for the organisations (top) and
the individuals (bottom)
Organisations Covariates
Block Size Producer Distributor Media
group
Independent
buyer
Broadcaster
1 61 14 16 9 14 8
2 20 1 0 2 7 10
3 28 3 19 5 1 0
Individuals Covariates Affiliation
Block Size Buyer Seller 1 2 3
1 18 18 0 6 12 0
2 22 16 6 13 8 1
3 25 2 23 7 0 18
4 63 15 48 42 8 13
extended to a less restricted number of affiliations (implemented in our R package). We
could even consider any hierarchical structure such as multi-scale networks to model the
levels given the hierarchy or more generally multi-layer networks by modelling the layers
given the inter-layers.
One way to construct a multilevel SBM that models jointly the affiliations and the
interactions would be to make the affiliation depends on both the block memberships of
the individuals and the organisations. But, doing so, we must make an assumption on
how individuals are affiliated within a block of organisations. In a work not presented
in this paper, we built such a model assuming that within block the affiliations were
uniform. Simulation studies showed that the obtained clustering is very similar to the
one obtained with the model presented in this paper, when the organisations belonging to
the same block are of comparable sizes. In the contrary, if the sizes of the organisations
in each block vary a lot, the clustering of the organisations depends more of their sizes
than of their interactions. As a consequence, we think that, unless we want to specifically
study the affiliations, our model is less restrictive.
Furthermore, our model is able to decide about the independence of the structure
of connections of the two levels. This is done by a model selection criterion. It would
be interesting to test (in a statistical meaning) this independence but we know that the
variance of our estimators is underestimated because of the variational approach (see
Blei et al. (2017) for a review). Besides, sociological studies stated that some individuals
benefit more than others from their organisation’s interactions (Lazega and Snijders,
2015), which could lead us to consider more local independence between levels.
For multiplex networks, De Bacco et al. (2017) use dyad predictions as a way to
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define interdependence between layers while Stanley et al. (2016) make clusters layer by
aggregating the most similar. Our work considers multilevel networks where each level
have nodes of different natures and Figure 6 shows that dependence between levels leads
to a better recovery of missing information. This can be used to help data collection or
to correct spurious information on existing data as suggested in Clauset et al. (2008) or
Guimerà and Sales-Pardo (2009). Indeed, the data of one level can be easier to collect
or to verify than the other one as it is public, already exists or is just cheaper to collect.
Thus, we think that this approach could help scientists from the social science or ecology
in their sampling efforts.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 1. In the MLVSBM, the two following properties are equivalent: [1.]: ZI
is independent on ZO, [2.]: γkl = γkl′ ∀l, l′ ∈ {1, . . . , QO} and imply that: [3.]: XI and
XO are independent.
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Proof. We first derive an expression for `γ(ZI) = `γ(ZI |A):
`γ(Z
I |A) =
∫
ZO
`γ(Z
I |A,ZO)dP(ZO)
=
∑
l1,...,lnO
`γ(Z
I |A,ZO1 = l1, . . . , ZOnO = lnO)P(ZO1 = l1, . . . , ZOnO = lnO)
=
∑
l1,...,lnO
∏
j
(∏
i
`γ(Z
I
i |A,ZOAi = lAi)
)
P(ZOj = lj)
=
∑
l1,...,lnO
∏
j
∏
i,k
γ
1
ZI
i
=k
Aij
klj
piOlj = ∏
j
∑
l
∏
i,k
γ
Aij1ZI
i
=k
kl pi
O
l
where Ai = {j : Aij = 1}.
2.⇒ 1.: Assume that γkl = γkl′ ∀l, l′ ∈ {1, . . . , QO}, then:
`γ(Z
I |ZO, A) =
∏
k,l
γ
∑
i,j Aij1ZI
i
=k
1
ZO
j
=l
kl =
∏
k
γ
∑
i,j Aij1ZI
i
=k
∑
l 1ZO
j
=l
k1
=
∏
i,k
γ
1
ZI
i
=k
k1 ,
and
`γ(Z
I |A) =
∏
j
∑
l
∏
i,k
γ
Aij1ZI
i
=k
kl pi
O
l
=
∏
j
∏
i,k
γ
Aij1ZI
i
=k
k1
∑
l
piOl =
∏
i,k
γ
1
ZI
i
=k
k1 ,
hence `γ(ZI |ZO, A) = `γ(ZI |A).
1. ⇒ 2.: Assume that `γ(ZI |ZO, A) = `γ(ZI |A) for any values of ZI , ZO, then in
particular `γ(ZI1 |ZO, A) = `γ(ZI1 |A). Assuming that individual 1 belongs to organisation
j, we can write, for any k:
P(ZI1 = k|ZOj , Aij = 1) = γkZOj .
However, this quantity does not depend on ZOj so γkZOj = γk· for any value of k and Z
O
j .
And so we have γk` = γk`′ for any (`, `′).
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1.⇒ 3.:
`αI ,αO(X
I , XO|A) =
∫
zI ,zO
`αI ,αO(X
I , XO|A,ZI = zI , ZO = zO)P(ZI = zI , ZO = zO)dzIdzO
=
∫
zI ,zO
`αI (X
I |ZI = zr)P(ZI = zI |A,ZO = zO)`αO(XO|ZO = zO)P(ZO = zO))dzIdzO
=
∫
zI
`αI (X
I |ZI = zr)P(ZI = zI)dzI
∫
zO
`αO(X
O|ZO = zO)P(ZO = zO))dzO
= `αI (X
I)`αO(X
O)
which is the definition of the independence.
B Proof of Proposition 2
Proposition 2. The stochastic block model for multilevel networks is identifiable up to
label switching under the following assumptions:
A1. All coefficients of αI · γ · piO are distinct and all coefficients of αO · piO are distinct.
A2. nI ≥ 2QI and nO ≥ max(2QO, QO +QI − 1).
A3. At least 2QI organizations contain one individual or more.
Proof. Let θ = {piO, γ, αI , αO} be the set of parameters and PX the distribution of the
observed data. We will prove that there is a unique θ corresponding to PX . More pre-
cisely, in what follows, we will compute the probabilities of some particular events, from
which we will derive a unique expression for the unknown parameters. The beginning
of the proof –identifiability of piO and αO– is mimicking the one given in Celisse et al.
(2012). The last steps of the proof are original work.
Notations. For the sake of simplicity, in what follows, we use the following shorten
notation:
xi:k := (xi, . . . , xk), Xj,i:k = (Xji, . . . , Xjk) .
Moreover, {Xj,i:k = 1} stands for {Xji = 1, . . . , Xjk = 1}.
Identifiability of piO. For any l = 1, . . . , QO, let τl be the following probability:
τl = P(XOij = 1|ZOi = l) =
∑
l′
αOll′pi
O
l′ = (α
O · piO)l, ∀(i, j). (B.12)
Moreover, a quick computation proves that
P(XOi,j:(j+k) = 1|ZOi = l) = τk+1l (B.13)
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According to Assumption A1, the coordinates of vector (τ1, . . . , τQO) are all different.
Hence, the Vandermonde matrix RO of size QO ×QO such that
ROil = (τl)
i−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ QO, 1 ≤ l ≤ QO
is invertible. We define uOi as follows :
uOi = PX,θ(XO1,2:(i+1) = 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2QO − 1
uO0 = 1.
The existence of (uOi )i=0,...,2QO−1 comes from Assumption A2 (nO ≥ 2QO). Moreover,
the (uOi )i=0,...,2QO−1 are calculated from the marginal distribution PX . We will use these
quantities to identify the parameters (piO, αO).
First we have, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2QO − 1:
uOi =
QO∑
l=1
P(XO1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZO1 = l)P(ZO1 = l) =
QO∑
l=1
τ il pi
O
l ,
using equation (B.13). Now, let us define MO a (QO + 1)×QO matrix such that:
MOij = u
O
i+j−2 =
QO∑
l=1
τ i−1l pi
O
l τ
j−1
l , 1 ≤ i ≤ QO + 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ QO. (B.14)
For k ∈ {1, . . . , QO + 1}, we define δk as δk = Det(MO−k) where MO−k is the square matrix
corresponding to MO without the k-th row. Let BO be the polynomial function defined
as:
BO(x) =
QO∑
k=0
(−1)k+QOδk+1xk. (B.15)
• BO is of degree QO. Indeed, δQO+1 = det(M
O
−(QO+1)) andM−(QO+1) = R
ODpiOR
O ′
where DpiO = diag(piO). As a consequence, MO−(QO+1) is the product of invertible
matrices then δQO+1 6= 0 and we can conclude.
• Moreover, ∀l = 1, . . . , QO, BO(τl) = 0 . Indeed, BO(τl) = det(NOl ) where NOl is
the concatenated matrix NOl =
(
MO |Vl
)
with Vl = [1, τl, . . . , τ
QO
l ]
′ (computation
of the determinant development against the last column). However, from Equation
(B.14), we have MO•j =
∑
l τ
j−1
l pi
O
l Vl, i.e. each column vector of M
O is a linear
combination of V1, . . . , VQO . As a consequence, ∀l = 1, . . . , QO, NOl is of rank
< QO + 1, and so BO(τl) = 0.
The (τl)l=1,...,QO being the roots of B, they can be expressed in a unique way (up to label
switching) as functions of (δk)k=0,...,QO , which themselves are derived from PX,θ. As a
consequence, the identifiability of RO is derived from the identifiability of (τl)l=1,...,QO .
Using the fact that DpiO = RO
−1
MO−QOR
O
′−1, we can identify piO in a unique way.
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Identifiability of αO. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ QO, we define Uij as follows:
UOij = P(XO1,2:(i+1) = 1, X
O
2, (nO−j+2):nO = 1)
with UOi1 = P(XO1,2:(i+1) = 1). Then, we can write:
UOi,j =
∑
l1,l2
τ i−1l1 pi
O
l1α
O
l1l2pi
O
l2 (τl2)
j−1, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ QO,
and as consequence UO = RODpiOαODpiORO
′
. DpiO and RO being invertible, we get:
αO = D−1
piO
RO
−1
UORO
′−1
D−1
piO
. And so UO is uniquely derived from PX , so αO is identi-
fied.
Identifiability of αI . To identify αI , we have to take into account the affiliation matrix
A. Without loss of generality, we reorder the entries of both levels such that the affilia-
tion matrix A has its 2QI×2QI top left block being an identity matrix (Assumption A3).
• For any k = 1 . . . , QI and for i = 2, . . . , 2QI , let σk be the probability P(XI1i =
1|ZI1 = k,A), A being such that Ajj = 1,∀j = 1, . . . , 2QI .
σk = P(XI1i = 1|ZI1 = k,A)
=
∑
k′
P(XI1i = 1|ZI1 = k, ZIi = k′)P(ZIi = k′|ZI1 = k,A) .
Moreover,
P(ZIi = k′|ZI1 = k,A) =
∑
l
P(ZIi = k′|ZOi = l, ZI1 = k,A)P(ZOi = l|ZI1 = k,A)
=
∑
l
γklP(ZOi = l|ZI1 = k,A) . (B.16)
However, by Bayes’ formula
P(ZOi = l|ZI1 = k,A) =
P(ZI1 = k|ZOi = l, A)P(ZOi = l)
P(ZI1 = k,A)
.
Taking into the fact that i 6= 1 and A is such that 1 belongs to organisation 1 and
i to organisation i, we have: P(ZI1 = k|ZOi = l, A) = P(ZI1 = k|A). And so
P(ZOi = l|ZI1 = k,A) = P(ZOi = l|A) = piOl .
Consequently, from equation (B.16), we have:
P(ZIi = k′|ZI1 = k,A) =
∑
l
γk′lpi
O
k
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and so:
σk =
∑
k′
P(XI1i = 1|ZI1 = k, ZIi = k′)
∑
l
γk′lpi
O
k
=
∑
k′l
αIkk′γk′lpi
O
l = (α
I · γ · piO)k
= (αI · piI)k, where piI = γ · piO.
• Now, we prove that ∀i = 1, . . . , 2QI − 1,
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1 = k,A) = σik. (B.17)
Indeed,
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1 = k,A)
=
∑
k2:(i+1)
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1:(i+1) = (k, k2:(i+1)), ZI1 = k)P(ZI2:(i+1) = k2:i+1|ZI1 = k,A)
=
∑
k2:(i+1)
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1:(i+1) = (k, k2:(i+1)))P(ZI2:(i+1) = k2:i+1|A)
=
∑
k2:(i+1)
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1:(i+1) = (k, k2:(i+1)))
∑
l2:(i+1)
P(ZI2:(i+1) = k2:(i+1), Z
O
2:(i+1) = l2:(i+1), A).
Note that, to go from line 2 to line 3, we used the fact that P(ZI2:(i+1) = k2:i+1|ZI1 =
k,A) = P(ZI2:(i+1) = k2:i+1|A), which is due the the particular structure of A (left
diagonal block of size at least 2QI , i.e. for any i′ = 1, . . . , 2QI , individual i′ belongs
to organisation i′). Moreover, we can write:
P(ZI2:(i+1) = k2:(i+1), Z
O
2:(i+1) = l2:i+1|A)
=
 ∏
λ=2,...i+1
P(ZIλ = kλ|ZOλ = lλ)P(ZOλ = lλ)

=
 ∏
λ=2,...i+1
γkλlλpi
O
λ
 .
Moreover, by conditional independence of the entries of the matrix XI given the
clustering we have:
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1 = k, ZI2:(i+1) = k2:(i+1)) =
∏
λ=2,...i+1
αIkkλ .
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As a consequence,
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1 = k,A) =
∑
k2:(i+1),l2:(i+1)
∏
λ=2,...i+1
αIkkλγkλlλpi
O
λ
=
∏
λ=2,...i+1
∑
kλ,lλ
αIkkλγkλlλpi
O
λ = σ
i
k
• Then we define (uIi )i=0,...,2QI−1, such that u
I
0 = 1 and ∀1 ≤ i ≤ 2QI − 1 :
uIi = P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|A)
=
∑
k,l
P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1|ZI1 = k)P(ZI1 = k|ZO1 = l, A)P(ZO1 = l)
=
∑
k
σik
∑
l
γklpi
O
l︸ ︷︷ ︸
=piIk
=
∑
k
σikpi
I
k.
Note that the (uI)’s can be defined because nI ≥ 2QI (assumption A2).
• To conclude we use the same arguments as the ones used for the identifiability of
αO, i.e. we define M I a (QI + 1) × QI matrix such that M Iij = uIi+j−2 together
with the matrices M I−k and the polynomial function B
I (see equation (B.15)). Let
RI be a QI × QI matrix such that RIik = σi−1k . RI is an invertible Vandermonde
matrix because of assumption A1 on αI · γ · piO. As before, RI can be identified
in unique way from BI . Then, noting that M I−(QI+1) = R
IDpiIR
I
′
where DpiI =
diag(piI) = diag(γ · piO), we obtain: DpiI = (RI)−1M I−QI (RI
′−1
), which is uniquely
defined by PX . Now, let us introduce
U Iij = P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1, X
I
2, (nI−j+2):nI = 1)
with U Ii1 = P(XI1,2:(i+1) = 1). Then we have U
I = RIDpiIα
IDpiIR
I ′ and so αI =
D−1
piI
(RI)−1U I(RI)′−1D−1
piI
. As a consequence, αI is uniquely identified from PX .
Identifiability of γ. For any 2 ≤ i ≤ QI and 2 ≤ j ≤ QO, let U IOi,j be the probability
that XI1,2:i = 1 and X
O
1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1. Note that the U
IO
i,j can be defined because
nO ≥ QI +QO − 1 and nI ≥ QI (assumption A2).
• Then, for all 2 ≤ i ≤ QI and 2 ≤ j ≤ QO,
U IOij = P(XI1,2:i = 1, XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|A)
=
∑
k,l
P(XI1,2:i = 1, XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|A,ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l) (B.18)
×P(ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A) . (B.19)
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• We first prove that :
P(XI1,2:i = 1, XO1,i+1:i+j−1 = 1|A,ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l) = σi−1k τ j−1l . (B.20)
Indeed,
P(XI1,2:i = 1, XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|A,ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l) =
=
∑
k2:i,l2:nO
P(XI1,2:i = 1, XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZI1:i = (k, k2:i), ZO = (l, l2:nO), A)
× P(ZI2:i = k2:i, ZO2:nO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A)
=
∑
k2:i,l2:nO
P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1:i = (k, k2:i))
× P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l, ZO(i+1):(i+j−1) = l(i+1):(i+j−1))
× P(ZI2:i = k2:i, ZO2:nO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A) . (B.21)
Moreover, let us have a look at P(ZI2:i = k2:i, ZO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A):
P(ZI2:i = k2:i, ZO2:nO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A)
= P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZO2:nO = l2:nO , ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A)× P(ZO2:nO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A) .
Because A has a diagonal block of size ≥ QI , we have, for any i = 1, . . . , QI ,
Aij = 1 if j = i, 0 otherwise, we have
• P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZO2:nO = l2:nO , ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A) = P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZO2:i = l2:i),
• P(ZO2:nO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A) = P(ZO2:nO = l2:nO) .
As a consequence,
P(ZI2:i = k2:i, ZO2:nO = l2:nO |ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l, A) =
P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZO2:i = l2:i)P(ZO2:i = l2:i)P(ZO(i+1):(i+j−1) = l(i+1):(i+j−1))
×P(ZO(i+j):nO = l(i+j):nO) .
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Going back to equation (B.21) and decomposing the summation we obtain:
P(XI1,2:i = XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|A,ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l)
=
∑
k2:i,l2:nO
P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1:i = (k, k2:i))
× P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l, ZO(i+1):(i+j−1) = l(i+1):(i+j−1))
× P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZO2:i = l2:i)P(ZO2:i = l2:i)P(ZO(i+1):(i+j−1) = l(i+1):(i+j−1))
× P(ZO(i+j):nO = l(i+j):nO)
=
∑
k2:i
P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1:i = (k, k2:i))
∑
l2:i
P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZO2:i = l2:i)P(ZO2:i = l2:i)∑
l(i+1):(i+j−1)
P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l, ZO(i+1):(i+j−1) = l(i+1):(i+j−1)))
× P(ZO(i+1):(i+j−1) = l(i+1):(i+j−1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P(ZO
(i+1):(i+j−1)=l(i+1):(i+j−1)|ZO1 =l)
∑
l(i+j):nO
P(ZO(i+j):nO = l(i+j):nO)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
=
∑
k2:i
P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1 = k, ZI2:i = k2:i)P(ZI2:i = k2:i|A)× P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l)
=
∑
k2:i
P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1 = k, ZI2:i = k2:i)P(ZI2:i = k2:i|ZI1 = k,A)
×P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l)
= P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1 = k,A)P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l) .
Finally, we have :
P(XI1,2:i = 1|ZI1 = k,A) = σi−1k , from equation (B.17)
P(XO1,(i+1):(i+j−1) = 1|ZO1 = l) = τ j−1l ,
and so, we have proved equality (B.20).
• Now, A11 = 1 implies P(ZI1 = k, ZO1 = l|A) = γklpiOl and combining this result
with equations (B.20) and (B.18) leads to: U IOij =
∑
k,l σ
i−1
k γklpi
O
l τ
j−1
l . Setting
U IO1j = P(XO1,i+1 = 1, . . . , XO1,i+j−1 = 1|A) =
∑
k,l
γklpi
O
l τ
j−1
l , for j > 1
U IOi1 = P(XI12 = · · · = XI1,i = 1|A) =
∑
k,l
γklpi
O
l , for i > 1
U IO11 = 1
we obtain the following matrix expression for U IO: U IO = RIγDpiORO
′ where U IO
is completely defined by PX,θ and the other terms have been identified before. Thus
γ = (RI)−1U IO(RO′)−1D−1
piO
and γ is identified.
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C Details of the Variational EM
The variational bound for the stochastic block model for multilevel network can be writ-
ten as follows:
Iθ(R(ZI , ZO|A)) =
∑
j,l
τOjl log pi
O
l +
∑
i,k
τ Iik
∑
j,l
Aijτ
O
jl log γkl
+
1
2
∑
i′ 6=i
∑
k,k′
τ Iikτ
I
i′k′ log φ
(
XIii′ , α
I
kk′
)
+
1
2
∑
j′ 6=j
∑
l,l′
τOjl τ
O
j′l′ log φ
(
XOjj′α
O
ll′
)
−
∑
i,k
τ Iik log τ
I
ik −
∑
j,l
τOjl log τ
O
jl
The variational EM algorithm then consists on iterating the two following steps. At
iteration (t+ 1):
VE step compute
{τ I , τO}(t+1) = arg max
τI ,τO
Iθ(t)(R(ZI , ZO|A))
= arg min
τI ,τO
KL
(R(ZI , ZO|A)‖Pθ(t)(ZI , ZO|XI , XO, A)) .
M step compute
θ(t+1) = arg max
θ
Iθ(R(t+1)(ZI , ZO|A)).
The variational parameters are sought by solving the equation:
∆τI ,τO
(Iθ(R(ZI , ZO|A) + L(τ I , τO)) = 0,
where L(τ I , τO) are the Lagrange multipliers for τ Ii , τ
O
j for all i ∈ {1, . . . , nI}, j ∈
{1, . . . , nI}. There is no closed-form formula but when computing the derivatives, we
obtain that the variational parameters follow the fixed point relationships:
τ̂Ojl ∝piOl
∏
i,k
γ
Ailτ̂
I
ik
kl
∏
j′ 6=j
∏
l′
φ(XOjj′ , α
O
ll′)
τ̂O
j′l′
τ̂ Ijl ∝
∏
j,l
γ
Ailτ̂
O
jl
kl
∏
i′ 6=i
∏
k′
φ(XIii′ , α
I
kk′)
τ̂I
i′k′ ,
which are used in the VE step to update the τ Ii ’s and τ
O
j ’s.
On each update, the variational parameters of a certain level depend on both the
parameter γ and the variational parameters of the other level, which emphasises the
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dependency structure of this multilevel model and the role of γ as the dependency pa-
rameter of the model. Notice also that when γkl = γkl′ = piIk for all l, l
′, that is the case
of independence between the two levels then we can rewrite the fixed point relationships
as follows:
τ̂Ojl ∝piOl τ̂ Iik
∏
j′ 6=j
∏
l′
φ(XOjj′ , α
O
ll′)
τ̂O
j′l′ and τ̂ Ijl ∝ piIk τ̂Ojl
∏
i′ 6=i
∏
k′
φ(XIii′ , α
I
kk′)
τ̂I
i′k′ ,
which is exactly the expression of the fixed point relationship of two independent SBMs.
Then, for the M step, we derive the following closed-form formulae:
piOl =
1
nO
∑
j
τ̂Ojl α̂
O
ll′ =
∑
j′ 6=j τ̂
O
jlX
O
jj′ τ̂
O
j′l′∑
j′ 6=j τ̂
I
jlτ̂
I
j′l′
γ̂kl =
∑
i,j τ̂
I
ikAij τ̂
O
jl∑
i,j Aij τ̂
O
jl
α̂Ikk′ =
∑
i′ 6=i τ̂
I
ikX
I
ii′ τ̂
I
i′k′∑
i′ 6=i τ̂
I
ikτ̂
I
i′k′
for which the gradient
∆θ
(Iθ(R(ZI , ZO|A)) + L(piO, γ)) ,
is null. The term L(piO, γ) contains the Lagrange multipliers for piO and γk· for all
k ∈ {1, . . . , QI}.
Model parameters have natural interpretations. piOl is the mean of the posterior
probabilities for the organisations to belong to cluster l. αIkk′ (resp. α
O
ll′) is ratio of
existing links over possible links between blocks k and k′ (resp. l and l′). γkl is the ratio
of the number of individuals in cluster k that are affiliated to any organisations of cluster
l on the number of individuals that are affiliated to any organisations of cluster l. If γ is
such that the levels are independent, then any column of γ represents the proportion of
individuals in the different blocks:
piIk = γk1 =
1
nI
∑
i
τ̂ Iik.
D Details of the ICL criterion
We now derive an expression for the Integrated Complete Likelihood (ICL) model selec-
tion criterion. Following Daudin et al. (2008), the ICL is based on the integrated complete
likelihood i.e. the likelihood of the observations and the latent variables where the pa-
rameters have been integrating out against a prior distribution. The latent variables
(ZI , ZO) being unobserved, they are imputed using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) or
τˆ . We denote by ẐO and ẐI the inputed latent variables. After imputation of the latent
variables, an asymptotic approximation of this quantity leads to the ICL criterion given
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in the paper (Equation (8)) and recalled here:
ICL(QI , QO) = log `θ̂(X
I , XO, ẐI , ẐO|A,QI , QO)
− 1
2
QI(QI + 1)
2
log
nI(nI − 1)
2
− QO(QI − 1)
2
log nI
− 1
2
QO(QO + 1)
2
log
nO(nO − 1)
2
− QO − 1
2
log nO.
Let Θ = ΠO × AI × AO × Γ be the space of the model parameters. We set a prior
distribution on θ:
p(θ|QI , QO) = p(γ|QI , QO)p(piO|QO)p(αI |QI)p(αO|QO)
where p(piO|QO) is a Dirichlet distribution of hyper-parameter (1/2, · · · , 1/2) and p(αI |QI)
and p(αO|QO) are independent Beta distributions.
The marginal complete likelihood is written as follows:
log `θ(X,Z|A,QI , QO) = log
(∫
Θ
`θ(X
I , XO, ZI , ZO|θ,A,QI , QO)p(θ|QI , QO)dθ
)
= log `αI (X
I |ZI , QI) (D.22)
+ log `γ(Z
I |A,ZO, QI , QO) (D.23)
+ log `αO,piO(X
O, ZO|QO) . (D.24)
The quantity defined in (D.24) evaluated at ZO := ẐO is approximated as in Daudin
et al. (2008) by
log `αO(X
O, ẐO, QO) ≈ nO→∞ log `α̂O,piO(XO, ẐO|QO)− pen(piO, αO, QO)
pen(piO, αO, QO) = QO−12 log nO +
1
2
QI(QI+1)
2 log
nI(nI−1)
2
.
(D.25)
This approximation results from a BIC-type approximation of log `
α̂O
(XO|ẐO, QO) and
a Stirling approximation of log `piO(ẐO, QO).
The same BIC-type approximation on log `αI (XI |ẐI , QI) (Equation (D.22)) leads to:
log `αI (X
I |ẐI , QI) = nI→∞ log `α̂I (XI |ẐI , QI) + pen(αI , QI)
with pen(αI , QI) = 12
QI(QI+1)
2 log
nI(nI−1)
2
. (D.26)
For quantity (D.23) depending on γ and ZI given (QI , QO), we have to adapt the calculus.
Let us set independent Dirichlet prior distributions of order QI D(1/2, . . . , 1/2) on the
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columns γ·l. We are able to derive an exact expression of log `γ(ZI |A,ZO, QI , QO):
`γ(Z
I |A,ZO, QI , QO) =
∫
`(ZI |A,ZO, γ,QI , QO)p(γ,QI , QO)dγ
=
∏
i
∫ ∏
j,k,l
γ
AijZ
I
ikZ
O
jl
kl p(γkl)dγkl
=
∏
l
∫ ∏
k
γNklkl p(γkl)dγkl, where Nkl =
∑
ij
AijZ
I
ikZ
O
jl
=
∏
l
∫ ∏
k
γNkl+a−1k,l
Γ(1/2 ·QI)
Γ(1/2)QI
dγkl
=
Γ(1/2QI)
QO
Γ(1/2)QO+QI
∏
l
∏
k Γ(Nkl + 1/2)
Γ(1/2QI +
∑
kNkl)
.
Now, using the fact that log Γ(n+ 1) n→∞∼ (n+ 1/2) log n+ n, we obtain:
log `γ(Z
I |A,ZO, QI , QO) ≈ (nO,nI)→∞
∑
k,l(Nkl logNkl +Nkl)
−∑l (QI−12 +∑kNkl) log (∑kNkl)−∑k,lNkl.
(D.27)
The quantity (D.27) evaluated at (ZI , ZO) := (ẐI , ẐO) can be reformulated in the
following way:
log `γ(ẐI |A, ẐO, QI , QO) ≈ (nO,nI)→∞ log `γˆ(ẐI |A, ẐO, QI , QO)− QI−12
∑
l log
∑
i,j AijẐ
O
jl
with γˆkl =
∑
i,j Ẑ
I
ikAijẐ
O
jl∑
i,j AijẐ
O
jl
Noticing that log
∑
i,j AijẐ
O
jl = log nI + log
∑
i,j AijẐ
O
jl
nI
= O(log nI) leads to
log `γ(ẐI |A, ẐO, QI , QO) ≈(nO,nI)→∞ log `γˆ(ẐI |A, ẐO, QI , QO)−
QI − 1
2
QO log nI .
(D.28)
Combining Equations (D.25), (D.26) and (D.28) we obtain the given expression.
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